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GEORGIA CAP
A new volunteer program of the Georgia Wing of the
Civil Air Patrol offers aircraft mv-ner pilots, pilots
without aircraft and pi lots lvi ve s the opportunity of
sta te\vide service in search ani rescue miss ions
.J
new progr~m is called CAPPER, the CAP Pilot Emer ~ ency
Reserve.
To qualify, a CAPPER, serving as a mission pilot,
must have an FAA Private Pilot rating, or higher, radio
telephone permit, current physical, minimum of 250 hours
flying time and O\m, or have access to, an aircraft.
Pilots without aircraft are encouraged to serve as CAPP~
Observers. The qualifications are the samu as for pilo1
except minimum flying time is 50 hours. W'ives of CAPf L
Pilots and Observers are invited to aoin this humanitarian
activity serving as Observers, or as Pilots , if qualified.
CAPPER Pilots, or Observers, serve in a voluntary
capacity primarily in search and rescue missions. They
may also voluntarily participate in support of loeu.1. Civil
Defense authorities with whom CAP cooperates in cases of
emergency or natural disaster. Pilot upgrading and orientation programs are also periodically available.
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On search miss ions, CAPPER Pi lots and Obs~rvers fly
under the direction of the t>1ission Coordinator in exactly
the same manner as any other CAP member. Their fuel,
oil and any communications expenses are fully reimbursed
and they are not required to wear a uniform. A distinctive
CAP Emergency Services patch is provided to be worn on a
red cap for identification on missions and each member is
provided a CAP identification card. They do not attend
regular CAP meetings or become involved in CAP Cadet
Training. The primary function of the CAPPER pilot or
observer is to assist in actual search and rescue missions
'\vhen available and on a voluntary basis. At any time
they lvould be welcome to become a fully participating
uniformed CAP member.
The Georgia CAPPER Squadron currently has over
a hundred pilots with aircraft. Their goal for the year
is one hundred and fifty, They have also held three
Instrument Written Ground Schools for pilots and an outstanding per centage have passed the FAA Instrument
Written Exam.
For further information write:
Lt. Col. Paul M.
Potter, Jr., Director of Emergency Services, Headquarters
Georgia Wing, CAP, P. 0. Box 544, Dobbins, A. F. B.,
Georgia, 30060.
BREAKFAST CLUB NEWS
The South Carolina Breakfast Club met on February 28
at Henry Padgett's Airport. The members had breakfast
at Fillman's Restaurant at Allendale. The count was not
taken but according to President Earle Kirkwood it was
a full house.
One of the members from Sylvania, Ga. piloting a
Cessna 170 was mvarded the Bouncing Ball Alvard for his outstanding landing demonstration.
It is nice to see members
from outside the state receive such an honor.
The March 10 meeting will be held at Owens Field. The
invitation was extended by Bill Slaughter of Midlands Aviation and the Columbia CAP Squadron will be on hand to
assist in parking and transportation.
The March 24 meeting will be a joint meeting with the
North Carolina Aero Club at Wadesboro, North Carolina.
A number of aircraft in the state have not been registered. Final date for registration without late fee was
March 1, 1968.
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Department of Transportation
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

VFR PILOT EXAM-O-GRAM• NO. 39
SIMPLE ADF FOR VFR NAVIGATION

-dt=~------------~
To test the applicant's knowledge of the practical aspects of cross -country flying, FAA written
examinations contain test items on the use of radio aids to VFR navigation. In analyzing applicant
performance on written examinations, it is apparent that a high percentage of applicants lack an
adequate understanding of Automatic Direction Finding (ADF) procedures. Since a large number of
modern aircraft are ADF equipped, it is essential that VFR pilots have a reasonable knowledge of
the use that can be made of this important navigational aid. Since there is very little instructional
material available to the VFR pilot in this area of knowledge, the material which follows is
pertinent, timely, and promotes aviation safety.
The methods presented here are only the basic and more common uses of ADF suitable for VFR
flights where "pin point" precision is not a vital factor. These methods include how to (1) fly to the
station, (2) determine the direction of your position from the station, and (3) determine the ADF
indication that signifies arrival at a desired direction from the station.
WHAT TYPE OF RADIO STATIONS CAN BE USED FOR ADF? Most ADF receivers receive signals
in the frequency spectrum of 190 KHz (Kilo Hertz) to 1750 KHz, which includes LF (low frequency)
and MF (medium frequency) navigation facilities, and the AM (amplitude modulation) commercial
broadcast stations. Primarily for air navigation, the LF/MF stations are FAA and private nondirectional radio beacons (Rbn), ILS compass locators (LOM), and four-course radio ranges (MRA).
Marine radio beacons can be used but present difficulties in air navigation because they transmit only
at brief scheduled periods and are arranged in groups of three or more along the coast, with each
in the group transmitting on the same frequency. AM stations, or standard broadcast stations, are
useful for air navigation; but remember that they can be identified only when the broadcast is interrupted for "station identification," some operate only during daylight hours, and many of the lowpowered stations transmit on identical frequencies causing erratic ADF indications.
HOW DOES AN ADF INSTRUMENT INDICATE DffiECTION TO THE STATION? As implied by its
nickname "Bird Dog, " the ADF has automatic direction qualities which result in the indicator always
pointing to the station to which it is tuned. This action is presented to the pilot on the vertical!~·
mounted face of the instrument (Fig. 1 and 2); that is, when the pointer is straight up (nose position),
the station is ahead of the aircraft; when the pointer is straight down (tail position), the station is
behind the aircraft; and when pointing 90° to either side (wing tip position), the station is off the
respective wing tip.
WHAT DOES THE ADF INDICATION MEAN IN TERMS OF BEARINGS TO THE
STATION? The more commonly used ADF instrument (sometimes termed
Radio Compass), to which this Exam-0-Gram relates, has a stationary azimuth
dial graduated up to 360" (with 360 or 0 at the top of the instrument representing
the aircraft nose). The bearing pointer shows only the relative bearing, or angle
from the nose of the aircraft to the station; i. e. , the Relative Bearing in Fig. 1
is 060°. A more sophisticated instrument called a Radio Magnetic Indicator (RMI)
uses a 360° azimuth dial which, being slaved to a gyro compass, turns with the
aircraft to continually show the Magnetic Heading of the aircraft at the top of the
instrument. With this rotating azimuth thus referenced to a magnetic direction,
the bearing pointer superimposed on the azimuth, then indicates the Magnetic
Bearing to the station. For example, in Fig. 2, the Magnetic Heading is 240°;
the Magnetic Bearing to the station shown by the No. 1 needle, is 104 o. The
No. 2 needle shows a Magnetic Bearing of 040° to another station.

mSTIUIIUTION, ZC307

• Eu.m-0 -Grama are non-dlrediYe U llllture and are
tuued aolelJ u u lnformatloft aentce to IDdtYWua.la
lder..ted 1n Airman Wrltt• Exam'-Uiou.
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HOW CAN ADF BE USED TO FLY TO THE STATION? The easiest, and perhaps the most common
method, is to "home" to the station. Since the ADF pointer always points to the station, simply head
the aircraft so that the pointer is on the 0° or nose position. The station, then, will be directly ahead
of the aircraft. With a crosswind, however, the aircraft would continually drift and, unless a change
in heading is made, would no longer be headed straight to the station. This would be indicated by the
pointer moving to the windward side of the nose position. By turning into the wind (toward the pointer)
so as to continually r eturn the pointer to the 0° position, the aircraft is flown to the station, although
in a curving flight path, as shown in Fig. 3 inbound. (As this curving flight path deviates from the
direct course, use caution to avoid drifting into unanticipated obstructions or terrain. ) The lighter
the crosswind and the shorter the distance, the less the flight path curves. Upon arrival at and passing the station, the· pointer will swing from a nose position to a tail position.
IS IT POSSffiLE TO "HOME" AWAY FROM THE STATION? For all practical purposes--NO!
"Homing" away from the station can be accomplished only if there is no crosswind. Attempting to keep
the station directly behind the aircraft in a crosswind by turning to keep the pointer on the tail or 180°
position, requires that the aircraft be turned more and more to a downwind heading. This, of course,
results in the aircraft getting further and further from the desired course (Fig. 3 outbound).
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OF WHAT IMPORTANCE IS THE MAGNETIC HEADING OF THE AffiCRAFT WHEN USING ADF?
ADF should be considered as a moving, "fluid" thing. The number to which the indicator points on
the fixed azimuth dial does not mean anything directionally until it is related to the aircraft's heading.
Due to this relationship, the heading must be observed carefully when reading the Relative Bearingto-the-station. Anytime the heading is changed, the Relative Bearing will be changed an equal number
of degrees.
HOW CAN THE MAGNETIC BEARING TO A STATION
BE DETERMINED ON A FIXED ADF AZIMUTH DIAL?
Looking at the ADF instrument, imagine yourself as
being. inthe center of the fixed azimuth, with the nose
of the aircraft at the oo position, the tail at the 180°
position, and the left and right wing tips at the 270°
and 090° positions respectively. When the pointer is
on the nose position you are heading to the station
and the Magnetic Bearing can be read directly from
your compass (plus or minus deviation). If the
pointer is left or right of the nose, note the direction
and number of degrees of turn that would (if you were
to head to the station) move the pointer to the nose
position, and mentally apply this to your heading. For
example, in Figure 4, a turn 60° to the left would place
the pointer .on the nose position. 60° left of the 090°
Magnetic Heading is a Magnetic Bearing of 030° to the
station. Your location, then, is southwest of thestation, and if you were to head to the station, your
heading would be 030°.

- 2 -
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HOW CAN THE MAGNETIC BEARING FROM THE
STATION BE DETERMINED? Since the direction from
the station is the opposite of the direction to the station,
it can be determined by following the stepsdiscussed
in the preceding paragraph and add or subtr act 180°, as
appropriate, to t he aircraft-to-station bear ing. In other
words, find t he r eciprocal of that bearing. If the ADF
pointer happens to be behind the wing-tip position (flying
away from the station), an alternate method is to note
the number of degrees and the direction of turn that
would move the pointer to the tail position, and apply
to the heading. For example, in Figure 5, a turn 45°
to the right would place the pointer on the tail position.
45° to the right of the 030° Magnetic Heading is a
Magnetic Bearing of 075° from the station (eastnortheast of the station). Just as "radials" always
extend outward from a VOR station in a magnetic
direction, the Magnetic Bearings from an ADF station should be thought of as "radials" of that ADF
station. It is important to determine the radial
(bearing from the station) because to locate your
position, the line of position must be plotted from
the known station location, as similarly done in VOR
orientation.
CAN THE ADF INDICATION WIDCH SIGNIFIES ARRIVAL AT A SPECIFIC BEARING-TO-THESTATION BE PREDETERMINED? YES! From the aeronautical chart, first ascertain whether the
station is left or right of the course being flown. Then, after selecting the Magnetic Bearing-to-thestation that you desire to intercept, determine the angular difference between that bearing andyour
Magnetic Heading (angle of intercept). With the aircraft headed to the oo position of the ADF azimuth,
the bearing indicator, in pointing to the station, will show the relative angle between the aircraft's
nose and the station. As you continue on course this angle will gradually change, since the position of
the aircraft relative to the station is changing. Arrival at the preselected bearing-to-the-station will
be indicated when the pointer shows the difference between the heading and that bearing (angle of
intercept). For example, as shown in Figure 6, if your Magnetic Heading is to be 315 ° and the
selected bearing-to-the-station is 225 °, the angular difference is 90° left. Arrival on this bearing
then, will be indicated when the pointer is 90° left of the nose position. If the station is to the right
of the course on a bearing of 045 °, the 90° angle between the heading and the bearing would be shown
to the right of the nose position, as in Figure 7 •
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HOW CAN MAGNETIC BEARINGS TO OR FROM A STATION BE DETERMINED ON AERONAUTICAL
CHARTS? Since a compass rose or azimuth is not shown at LF/MF or AM stations on VFR-type
charts, the most accurate way to obtain a Magnetic Bearing is to measure the direction with a plotter,
taking into account the loeal magnetic variation. However, the many VOR azimuths and airway courses
(already oriented to magnetic direction) printed on the chart can be used satisfactorily for approximation of ADF bearings on VFR flights. This apprOltimation can be made on the basis of the direction of
the nearest VOR radial or airway that most closely parallels the bearing of the ADF station. Remember, though, that the VOR radial or printed airway direction is outbound from the station. To find
the bearing to the station, simply determine the reciprocal of the parallel radial or airway.
HOW CAN ADF BE USED TO SUPPLEMENT VOR NAVIGATION? One of the most valuable uses of
ADF is the determination of your position along the course being flown. Even though you are following
a course along a VOR radial, obtaining an ADF bearing that crosses the--course will establish your
"fix" or position along that course. This is particularly advantageous when an off-course VOR is not
available for a cross bearing or when the only VOR receiver must be used as the primary tracking
system.
WHAT CAN CAUSE AN ERRONEOUS ADF INDICATION? As mentioned earlier in this Exam-0-Gram,
two or more standard broadcast stations may transmit on the same (or close to the same) frequency
and interfere with each other's signal. This causes the ADF pointer to oscillate in an attempt to discriminate between stations. Whenever possible, choose stations of higher power and lower frequencies or wait until you are closer to the station before using it. Another source of erroneous bearings
is improper tuning, or tuning in the fringes of a signal. Always tune to the center of the signal, which
may be a few KHz (Kilo Hertz) or MHz (Mega Hertz) on either side of the published frequency. And,
of course, always make an absolute identification of the station before using it for navigation purposes.
In the vicinity of electrical storms, the ADF pointer tends to swing from the radio station to the center
of the storm at every flash of lightning. This makes it difficult to obtain reliable bearings. Erroneous
or fluctuating bearings may also result from the deflection of radio waves from the surface of
mountains. Use caution when taking bearings over mountainous terrain.

GENERAL AVIATION AIRCnAFT
The general aviation fleet in the United States
is made up of a cons0rvatively estimated 110,000
active aircraft (as of January 1, 1968), as compared
with less than 2,300 operated by the u. s. scheduled
airlines.
(All the airlines of the world combined
have only some 3,600 airplanes.) General aviation
airplanes range from small trainers to multi-engine
business jets and include helicopters, specialized
agricultural airplanes and many other diverse types.
In point of numbers, there are more than 50 active
general aviation airplanes for every scheduled
airline airplane in the United States. People who
are not 1li lots may wonder 'vhy anyone should fly.
The reasons are even more diverse than the use of the
aircraft involved. Hany general aviation pilots fly
for the sheer love of it. But the greatest activity
is by those who fly for busines r easons and for
personal transportation.
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SOUTH CAROLINA APPLICATOR'S MEETING

Billy Lynam, Chairman

Aerial Applicators

The South Carolina Applicators Association met in
Columbia, February 28 in the offices of the South Carolina
Aeronautics Commission. E. H. (Billy) Lynam, Chairman.
The Aerial Applicators Association will assist the
South Carolina Aeronautics Commission in making hunges ~o
the South Carolina laws pertaining to aerial applicatior
This will include standardized testing in the use of
herbicides and other safety measures in aerial application.
Those in attendance were E. H. Lynam of Sumter Airways,
George Gedra and Woody McKay of Gedra Air Service, Leo
Sells of Spartanburg, Dick Temple of Inland Airlines of
Myrtle Beach, Bill Jones of South Carolina Helicopters c Saluda and Murray Snyder of Marion Air Service.
The next meeting will be held in May. This meeti nb
will be a very important one for all applicators who plan
to operate in Sc uth Carolina.
Changes in state laws will be discussed at this time.
Representatives of the Federal Aviation Agency, USDA, and
Public llealth will also be invited to discuss changes in
policy.
Notices will be sent to all registered aerial applicators regarding information on time and place.
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HAM,lLT,QN .REJ:;l.UVES r-HLLIONAIRE AWARD
~

Jim Hamilton, President of Midlands Aviation
Seven new members were added in 1967 to the fast-growing
Mooney Millionaire's Club. Membership in the exclusive
group is limited to distributors who have purcmsed
$1,000,000 worth of Mooney airplanes and parts.
There are now 23 members in the club.
Joining the club in 1967 were Aero Services, Wichita,
Kansas; Brown Aircraft, Tulsa, Oklahoma; Carolina Mooney,
Lumberton, North Carolina; Commander Aviation, Pontiac,
Michigan; Midlands Aviation, Columbia, South Carolina;
Miller Flying Service, Plainview, Texas; and Northwest
Mooney, Great Falls, Montana .

